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14 minutes of

SaaS
The world’s most authentic founder podcast!
Spend 14 minutes of your day (1%) with the wisdom of the
most articulate SaaS founders & CEOs. Stephen Cummins
interviews builders of hyper-growth SaaS Startups. Company
founders are selected on the basis of being category leaders
for customer & employee success - based on validated data.
All interviews so far have been conducted face to face at
major events in Dublin, Lisbon, Berlin, Hong Kong & New
Orleans. The goal is to create timeless audio documents of
these SaaS founders' perspectives and wisdom, while
capturing the latest news and data surrounding their current
company.
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Where can find 14 Minutes of SaaS?
Podcasts: Apple Podcasts (iTunes), Spotify,
Google Podcasts, Stitcher, TuneIn
Website: https://www.14MinutesOfSaaS.com
Twitter: @14MinutesOfSaaS and @Stephen_Cummins
LinkedIn Group: 14 Minutes of SaaS (73K members)
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Who listens to us?
* Founders and C levels
* Investors
* People interested in the stories behind great SaaS Founders & CEOs
* Anyone interested in starting a company, innovation, cutting edge
technology and the future of work.
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What do we talk about?
For the single episode interviews we usually cover a short
life history, the WHY, a day in the life, personal
motivations, advice for entrepreneurs, personal strengths
& weaknesses, what makes the current SaaS company
special & successful, work-life balance, the city they work
in, opinions on the future of work & future tech, what job
they’d do if they walked away from it all etc.
Going forward we're adding more in-depth business
questioning to this.
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How big are the companies they’ve built?
It varies a lot. Average valuation of companies founded by guests
interviewed is north of $300M, but the range of valuations is wide
- from $20M to $4B). Not everyone wants to build a unicorn. Up to
now we’ve been primarily interested in the founders of SaaS startups that have a proven propensity to make employees and
customers incredibly successful – and we use publicly available,
validated data to select those founders. Going forward we're
expanding to smaller companies and we're in the process of
deciding if this will be a separate branch of the podcast.
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Published Interviews
Mada Seghete, Cofounder & CMO @ Branch
Nicolas Dessaigne, CEO & Cofounder @ Algolia
Polina Frolova Montano, Cofounder @ Job Today
Rick Stollmeyer, CEO & Cofounder @ MINDBODY
Eilon Reshef, Cofounder & CTO @ Gong.io
Edith Harbaugh, CEO & Cofounder @ LaunchDarkly
Ron Palmeri, CEO & Founder @ Layer, Founder @ Prism
Adi Azaria, Cofounder @ SiSense & CEO @ Workiz
Ryan Carson, CEO & Cofounder @ Treehouse
Kolton Andrus, CEO & Cofounder @ Gremlin
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Who have we interviewed that will be
published within the next 3 months?
That would be telling, but we have a further 65 episodes with 26
world class entrepreneurs recorded and in the queue for the next 2
months! This includes founders of Segment, Veracode, Initialized,
Canva, Pipedrive etc. You can find a few clues in the images …..
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When are the shows released?
Every 2nd Wednesday. These can be a single episode, a miniseries or a complete series all released on the same day. Our
hashtag is #14MoS

Twitter
@Stephen_Cummins
@14MinutesOfSaaS
@SaaSPodcasts
@RemoteSaaS
@AppSelekt
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The team: Stephen Cummins
@Stephen_Cummins

Stephen Cummins interviews CEOs and founders of category
leading SaaS companies on his 14 Minutes of SaaS podcast. He’s
the founder and CEO of software company turned SaaS agency
AppSelekt, and he’s also currently the Events Chairperson for
SaaStock. He has keynoted and MC’d some of the world’s biggest
SaaS and tech stages in 3 continents over the last few years –
including SaaStock’s main stage, the SaaS Monster stage for the
Web Summit, Collision & RISE, and TOA Berlin. He has over 17
years’ experience in many SaaS roles. Stephen joined Salesforce
in early 2003 (startup days) and worked across multiple roles for
a decade including being part of a small team of 3 in ’04 that
introduce the CSM role to the world.
He's built 2 major LinkedIn groups, 14 Minutes of SaaS (73k
members, the 2nd biggest podcast group globally) and
Salesforce.com (83K members, the largest salesforce group
globally), and is planning to relaunch his Understanding as a
Service publication on Medium. He's also a self-taught polyglot
who has worked in 6 languages. Before software he had been a
scientist, working as a molecular biologist, biotechnologist, and
then industrial chemist.
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The team: Mike Quill
@SeQuill

Mike Quill, CTO at AppSelekt, designs all the guest images, built the website
and the connections between the website and the various platforms where
you find the podcast. Mike has over 2 decades experience in web
development and is a Salesforce and Sharepoint expert. He has a Masters
degree from TCD in Interactive Digital Media, and it was on that course 2
decades ago where he struck up a long term friendship with then fellow
student Stephen Cummins. The 2 of them have since collaborated on several
projects.
Mike combines strong knowledge of digital marketing, e-commerce, digital
design and business process optimisation. He originally hails from Dublin
(Ireland), but has been in the United States for most of the last 25 years. He
currently lives and works in San Diego.
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Where are the 73,000 Group Members of the14
Minutes of SaaS LinkedIn Group Members located?

RoW
APAC
1%
13%

EMEA
19%
North America
67%
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Seniority Levels in the 73,000 member 14
Minutes of SaaS Group

* This is the main group for the podcast

Manager
11.1%
Entry
12.9%

Senior
39.8%

Owner/Partner/CXO
15.2%
VP/Director
21.1%

Where are the 83,000 member Salesforce.com
LinkedIn Group Members located?
* This group is sponsored and run by 14 Minutes of
SaaS. It's the 2nd largest podcast group in the world
on LinkedIn

APAC
19%

EMEA
25%

RoW
1%

North America
55%
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Seniority Levels in the 83,000 member
Salesforce.com Group
*Sponsored & run by 14 Minutes of SaaS. It's the
biggest salesforce group in the world. 2X the next
largest.

Manager
10.7%
Owner/Partner/CXO
11.2%

Senior
43.9%

Entry
17.1%
VP/Director
17.1%

Are there lots of interesting founders in the 72,600 member
'14 Minutes of SaaS' LinkedIn group?
Yes! So many amazing members, we couldn't fit them on the page! This
is just a sample of some of the more well known ones.

Marc Benioff (Salesforce.com), Dharmesh Shah (Hubspot), Godard Abel
(G2, SteelBrick, Big Machines), Mada Seghete (Branch), Clara Shih
(Hearsay), Eilon Reshef (Gong.io, Syndigo), Adi Azaria (Workiz, SiSense),
Jeff Amann (Vlocity), Scott Hemmeter (Geopointe), Eric Berridge
(Bluewolf), Kirk Krappe (Apptus), Max Rudman (SteelBrick, Prodly), Jeremy
Roche (FinancialForce), Kyle Porter (SalesLoft), Donal Daly (Altify), Sanjay
Gala (SMARTe Inc, Zycus Inc), Brad Birnhaum (Kustomer, Assistly, eShare),
Howard Brown (ringDNA), Bart Lorang (FullContact), Aaron Bird (Bizable),
Varun Badhwar (RedLock), Vijay Tella (Workato), Tim Handorf (G2), Matt
Fairhurst (Skedulo), Ingo Dignas (Protel), Bridget Harris
(YouCanBook.me), Mark Cowan (Put it Forward, Altus Group), Greg
Malpass (Traction On Demand), Scott Collison (Anaconda, Geeknet), Rob
Grant (Evariant), Ulf Zetterberg (Seal Software, IBS AB, Proact), Arnar
Laufdal Olafsson (Kaptio), Richard Britton (CloudSense), Rajesh
Padinjaremadam (RapidValue), Dorian Selz (Squirro, localsearch), Sean
Hoban (Kimble), Colin Brown (eBridge Connections), Jean Paul Genoux
(DIMO Software), Nicolas Vandenberghe (Chili Piper, GipsyBot, Delean
Vision, Redcart Technologies), Hiten Shah (Kissmetrics, Crazy Egg, fyi),
Aaron Fulkerson (MindTouch), Lee-Martin Seymour (Xref), Brian Walsh
(CodeScience), Mark Richards (makepositive), Nicolas Orzabal (Cloud
Gaia), Miguel Yacobi (ThinkSmart), Jim Yu (BrightEdge), Federico Larsen
(Copado), Brian Allsopp (FusionGrove), David Vitek (hipages Group),
Jonathan Sapir (Work-Relay, SilverTree Systems), Ab Gaur (Verticurl), Lori
Williams (Gigster), Jack O’Holleran (Skale Labs, Atkana), Craig Powell
(Motus, ConnectEdu), Mois Mohammed (BiznusSoft), Ed Macnair
(CensorNet), Greg Bucholz (SpringCM, Privia, MSDSonline), Matt
Williamson (WhatCounts), Jay Vijayan (Tekion), Scott Sparvero (iland), Tal
Frankfurt (Cloud for Good), Denis Kaminskiy (Arcus Global), Gireesh
Sonnad (Silverline), Christopher Drake (Armor Cloud Security), Nikolai
Balba (Aquiva Labs), Don Allen (Core Digital Media), Nick Heys (Jabmo,
Emailvision), Shabana Siraj (Trident Consulting), Gregg Johnson (Invoca),
Andrew Fogg (Import.io), Sina Shekou (Aptly, Propertyware) etc ...
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14 minutes of

SaaS
The world’s most authentic founder podcast!
We'd like to incentivise you to promote us with
something genuinely valuable .....
Do you ever get distracted when working?
Most of us just need to control our soundscape to ensure
deep concentration and effective work.
You are just 2 steps away from our secret Worknostic
playlist on Spotify:
1. Subscribe to and show some love for our podcast in
your preferred podcasting platform
2. Send a screen-shot of the love you shared to
Stephen@14MinutesOfSaas.com
We'll send you a link to our 6 hour Worknostic playlist!
Happy Listening!!!!
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